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£VALUATION OF TRUNCATION ERROR AlJO ADAPTIVE GRID GENERATION 
FOR THE TRANSONIC FULL POTENTIAL FLOW CALCL'TIONS 
1. INTRODU:TION 
s. NakS'llura 
Mechanical Eng!nEwring Department 
The Ohio State University 
203 West 18th Avenue" 
Columbus, Ohio 43210 
In solving th~ transonic rull potential equations by using finite 
differenee approxl~ations on a transformed coor11nate syst~, the solution 
1s aff~cted by the following four kinds of numerical errors: 
(1) numerical error in evaluating the metrics of the coordinates, 
(2) error due to discretization of the rull potential equation, 
(3) error due to artificial viscosity for the supersonic dO'1lain, an-:! 
(4) error due to approximating the shock behavior on the grids 
with finite spacing. 
When a numerical grid generation metho1 1s used, ~he matrics of the 
transformation are calculate~ by finite differenoe approximations using 
the coo~dinates of the grids, so they are subject to errors, ~ich in turn 
affect the accuracy of the finite difference apprOXimation of the flow 
equation on the transformed coordinates. The error 1ue to discretizatio~ 
is attributed to the truncation error of the finite difference 
a~proximation of the flow equation and becomes larger as the partial 
derivatives of the flow potential distribution becOOl€ lar~er. The'-
artificial visoosity is used to stabilize the iterat~ve convergence of the 
transonic full potential equations, but introduces errors in the solution. 
Although the error in the numerical solution and the tr~cation error are 
related to each other 1n a very complicated ~anner. the error of the 
solution decreases wten the truncation errors of the differenoe 
approximation in both the metric calculation and the f)nw solution 
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decrease. Naturally it is desirable to increase the number of grids in 
the areas of the flow domain where the truncation error is likely to be 
high. 
Recent stOOies [1-31 on the use of ada,Jt1ve grids for transonic full 
potentlal flow ~omputations indicate that computing efficien~y in terms of 
accuracy and cost is substantially improved by using adaptive grids. In 
those studies, the computations proceed in the following fo~ steps: (1) 
generation of initial grids, (2) solution of the full potentlal equation 
on the initial grids (initial flow solution), (3) g~neration of adaptive 
grids using the information from the initial flow solutlon, and (4) flow 
solution on the adpative grids (adaptlve grid flow solution). In 
generating adaptive grids, the locations of the supersonic bubble. the 
location of shock, and the area of high flow acceralation are identified 
fr~ the initial flow s~lution. 
In order to further develop the adaptive grid procedure, howpver, two 
major questions should be answered. First, what information frcr.n the 
solution on the initial grids should be used in generating the adaptive 
grids, an1 second, how to allocate the total n~ber of grids availa~le in 
the entire flow domain in such a way th9t the overall aecu~acy of th~ 
solution becomes optimized. Although these problems were investigated in 
recent studies (4,51, no clear answers have been obtained in conjunction 
with the full potential flow calculations. 
The objectives of the present study are (1) to investigate the 
feasibility of using an estimate of the truncation error of the differen:e 
equation as a measure for the quality of the grids, (2) to investi~ate 
what information frcr.n the initial solution should be used in generating 
adaptive grids, and (3) the effect of irregularity of grid spacings. 
for the s~ke of simplic1ty, our effort in this study is 
focused on the grid distribution along the airfoil surfa~e. Furthermore, 
the numerical investigation 1s performed by solving the full potential 
equation on the Cartesian coordinates for a symmetric parabolic arc 
airfoil. Use of coordinate transformation is avoided so that the study 
can be done without being affected by the numerical error of the metr1cs 
of the transformation. Therefore, the airfoil boundary condition in the 
numerical study 1s represented atong a straight line as a thin airfoil 
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perturbation. 
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2. TRUNCATION ERROR AlO~G THE AIRFOIL SURFACE 
In this section, the effeot of grid spacing on the truncation error 
of a finite differenoe approximation for the two-dimensional full 
potential equation on the Cartesian ooordinates is analytically studied. 
The full potential equation 1s written as 
(1) 
where F is the potential ruction and R is the fluid :lensi ty. We prooee:f 
the derivation of the trunoation error expressions for the following 
cases: (Al R=l (flow is ass~ed to ~e inoompressible) and constant grid 
spaoing, (B) R=l (inc~pressible flow) and variable grid spaoing, eC) 
compressible subsonic flow with varia~le grid spacin~ (R is varia~le) , 
an1 (D) supersonic flow with varia~le grid spacing. In the r~ainder of 
this report, only the trunoation error of the differen~e approximation for 
the first term of Eq.(l) along the airfoil surfaoe will be considered. 
(A) Truncation Error for Inoompressible Flow on Equally 
Spaoed Grids 
With R=l an~ equally spaced grids on the x-coordinate, the difference 
approximation for the first term of Eq.(l) is written as 
62F/oX2 = (Fi _1,j - 2Fi ,j + Fi +1,j)/h
2 (2) 
By applyin~ the Taylor expansion to Fi _1,j an~ r i +1,j' Eq.(2) 
becomes 
.2 ::? 2 iv ILvi o-F/6x = Fxx + (1/12)h F + (1/35~)hr + ••• (3) 
where h is the grid spacing and Fn is the n-th pa~tiat derivative of F 
with respeot to x. Equation (3) shows that the tru~cation error is 
represented by 
TE(x) = (4) 
3 
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which is seeon1-order in h. 
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(B) Truncation Error for Ino~pressible Flow on Nonuniform Grids 
Using the three grids at x-g, x, and x+h, respectively, the 
three~point second order differenoe approximation for the first term of 
Eq.(1) is written as 
[F(x+h).F(x)1/h - rF(x)-F(x-g)1/g 
----.. _-----------------------------
(5) 
(g+h) 12 
Using the Taylor series expansion, the truncation error is written as 
!Eex) = o2F/S:?- - Fxx 
~ «g/h,3 + 1 i 
= ('/3)(h-g)F'" + (h-/12) --------------F v + 
~/h + 1 
••• 
(5) 
The above equation shows that, if g~h, the truncation error 1s 
proportional to (h-g), indioating th3t a rapid chan~e of grid spa~in5 
caus~s a significant a~ou~t of truncation error. 
(C) Truncation Error for Sub~onic COmpressible FLow on 
Nonuniform Grids 
The difference approximation for the first term of Eq.(1' on 
nonuniformly spaced grids may be written as 
1 Fi+1 - Fi Fi - Fi _, 
-(;:h)ii r Ri+1/2 ------h----- - Ri _1/2 ----;-------' (7) 
where g an~ h are the grid sp3cings defined in (B). The tr~cation error 
of Eq.(7) may be found by introducing Taylor series expansion of Ri +1,j 
and Fi+1,j a~out Xi into Eq.(1) and su~t~acting th~ first te~ of 
Eq.(1,. After a manipulation of the terms, the lowest terms in the 
truncation error are found as 
4 
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TE(x) : 
• (h-g) [(1/16iR1"Fi ' 
g3.h3 
• [ ----- R" 'F' 
9~(g+h) 
g3.h3 
+ (1/4)R1'F1" • (1/3)R1Fi "'1 
g2.h2 g3_h3 
• --------R"F" • -------R'F'" 
8 3Cg+h) 
+ ~~------- R F""] + ••••• 
12(g+h) 
('3) 
where R', R", anj R'" are partial derivatives of R wit~ respect to x. 
The first term of Eq.(S) is proprtional to (h-g) an~ vanishes ~en g=h. 
(D) Truncation Error for Su?ersonic Flow on Non~iform Grids 
The full potential equation for the supersonic d~ain is written as 
(q) 
where R is the upwind app~oximation for ~ in the supersonic d~ain. The 
upwind shifting of density is adopted to st~bilize the iterative sche~~ 
for Eq.(9). Upwin1 density is given as 
where w is a u?win1-shiftirg par~eter. 
By writing 
where 
AX : xi _1/2 - x1- 3/2 
Eq.(10) beoomes 
li_1/2 = Ri _1/2 - w~xR'1_1/2 
Then, the first term of Eq.(9) bec~~s 
5 
(11) 
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Since the first term of Eq.(12) 1s 1dentical to that analyzed in (el, the 
truncation error of the first term 1s given by Eq.(~). The ~on~ term on 
the right side of Eq.(12) is the trun~ation error caused by upwin1 
shifting of fluid density. The total truncation error of the supersonic 
domain is therefore written as 
(13) 
where TEo(x) is the truncation error that occurs when no upwin1 shifting 
of density is used and given by Eq.(S), and TEuwex) is equal to the 
second term of Eq.(12): 
3. NtMERICAL EVAL'J.~T!ON OF TRtNC~TIO~ ERROR ~N') OntER 
QUANTITIES OF THE FLO'II SOLUTION O~ THE INITIAl.. GRIDS 
(111) 
~erical evalu~t10n of the truncation error formulas derivp.d above 
is of interest because they may be used as means to evalu~te the quality 
of the grids used and as grid spacing control (ODe) function. It should 
be noticed, however, that the for~ulas derived above are expressed in 
terms of the exact flow solution. In the praotice of adaptive grid 
generation an1 the flow solution on the~, the only way of the n~erical 
evaluation 1s to use, in the trunoation error equations, an n~erical (or 
approximate ) solution on the initial grids in place of t~e exact 
solution. Therefore, the trncation error estimated by using the finite 
difference solution is subject to the error of the solution Which are 
caused by the tr~~cation errors of on the initial grids. Furthermore, th~ 
estimated truncation error is inl~uenced by the nonlinear nature of the 
full potential equation where R is a (Unction of the solution. (It should 
be noticed that, in the previous seotion, R is assU't,ed to be known 
exactly.) 
In spite of this limitation we attempt to estimate the ~runcation 
error of the numerical solution of the flow solution. tnste~ of using 
the truncation equations derived above, the truneation is evaluated 
directly by 
6 
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(15) 
where the second term 15 evaluated by the 5-point differenoe approximation 
which is fourth-order-accw-ate. 
The full potential equation was first solved on the initial grids, 
plotted in Fig. 1, in whioh q1 grids are uniformly spaced along the wing. 
The airfoil was assU'lled to be a parabolio arc airfoil wi th 101 thiokness 
ratio. In order to avoid the use of a coordinate transformation, th~ 
airfoil was represented by the boundary oondition on the bottom straight 
line written as 
aFlay = f(x)!-f (16) 
where f(x) 1s the surfaoe profile of the airfoil, and M is t~e !-faoh 
num~er. Equation (15) is a crude approxi~ation of the boundary con1ition, 
but sufficient as a computational model tDr the present study since all 
the calculat ions hereafter are performed by using the same model. The 
difference equations for the fUll potential equations were it~ratively 
solved by using the AF1 scheme r6]. 
The following quantities of the initial flow solution, including the 
truncation error, all along the wing surface were caleulated an~ plotted 
1n Fig. 2. 
a) CP (pressure coefficient) distribution 
b) An estimate for the truncation error of the difference 
approximation 
c) Secon~ derivative of the flow potential distribution 
d) Truncation error due to upwind shifting of fluid density, 
:TEuw(x) : 
e) The space derivative of the fluid density alon~ the airfoil 
surface 
Figure 2-A is the CP distribution. Figure 2-9 is the truncation error 
:TE(x): along tt! airfoil surface. ;TE(x); jumps up at the grid next to 
the leading edge, but decreases quickly as x i~ increased until x:0.25 is 
reached, an~ then increases because of the effect of upwind shiftln~ of 
the flow density. The peaks aroun1 x:0.7 are due to the shock. After 
1 ; 
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reaching a bottom at aroun~ x:O.8, ;TEI increases toward the trailing edge 
beauase of the inoreasing negative gra~ient of the airfoil. Figure 2-C 
shows IFxxl along the airfoil surfaee. IFxxl has a great similarity 
to IT£I except in approximately 0.25<x<0.1 Where the supersonic bu~ble an~ 
shock are located. Figure 2-0 shows the truncation error due to the 
upwind snifting of the density. Figure 2-£ is laR/axl along the airfOil, 
which shows its high sensitivity to the location of shoek~ 
Very small values of ITE(x): of Fi~. 2-9 in the range 0.1<x<0.25 an:! 
around x=0.8 seem to indicate tt~t in these areas much greater grid 
spacing than in the initial grids may be used. The two peaks of IT£(x)1 
adjacent to the leading and trailing edse, which- are d\Jl! to the highest 
curvature of the airfoil at the edges, are in~icative of the need of finer 
grids tOW1rd the edges. The two hig"lest peaks at about X:~. 7 due to the 
sh~ck can n~t be interpreted simply as the truncation error because of the 
strong nonliiear nature of the full potential equation across the shock, 
but should be rather interpreted as an in~lcator of the shock location 
which demands finer grids. 
One might ask if the adaptive grids that will yield a levelizej 
ITE(x)1 can be considered as an optimized adaptive grids (or at least as 
better grids than the initial grids). A part of the answer will be so~ht 
in the next section. 
4. EFFECT OF DIFFERENT G~ID SPACIN~ CO~Rot FUNCTIO~S ON 
ADAPTIVE GRIDS AND FL~ SOl.'JTIONS 
Effects of usln~ different quantities obtained from the initial flow 
solution as the GOC function, with or without mo1ifications, on the 
adaptive grids generated and the flow solution are studied in this 
seotion. The procedure of generating adaptive grids alon~ the nirfoil 
surfaoe is first described. 
Assuming that only the grids along the airfoil surface are 
regenerated by the adaptive grid generation procedure, two functions are 
defined as 
Sex): grid density control {GDCl function 
" 
....... - " 
~(x): grid density function 
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where x is the coordinate along the airfoil surface. The GDe function Is 
a funCtiOI, that carries such information of the i"littal now solution as 
the locations of the supersonic bubble. the shock. and areas of' high 
acceleration and deceleration. The grid density function is a function 
that specifies the density of ~rids as a function of x. an1 is inversely 
proportional to the grid spacing. 
The two ~Jnctions defined in the above paragraph are related by 
d2 
- -----~(x) + o~Cx) = Sex) 
dx2 
~'(O) = wt(1) = 0 
(11) 
where 0 is a control parameter. x=O and x=1 are the leading edge an~ 
trailing edge of' the airfOil. respectively. The above equation is solvej 
by finite difference approximations using the tridiagonal solution sch~e 
once Sex) is specified. Then. the coordinates of the grids along the 
airfoil surface are obtained by 
xk = T-'Ck/!O, k:O.1,2 •••• K (1~) 
where K 1s the total number of grid intervals on the a1rfoi1 surfa~e, a"l1 
k is a grid number cou~ted from the lea~ing e~ge. Tn the above equation, 
T(x) is given by 
x 
T(x) : c I ~(s)ds 
o 
where c is a normalizing constant to let T(1)=1. 
(19) 
Equation (16) may be considered as a tranformation of S(x) into «x,. 
The purpose of this transformation 1~ to smooth out any abrllpt chC:ln~e in 
Sex) 1n order to avoid a sudden change of spaoing of adaptiv~ grids. The 
control par~eter odetcrmines the intensity of the smoothening effect. 
As C1 is increas~t 11· becomes more and :nore similar to sex', "thus the 
smoothening effect disappears. On the other hand, a very small value will 
9 , 
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In the remaindel' of this section, the results of five case studies 
using different O'OC functions are discl'ssed. 
Case 1 
The adaptive grids were generated by using 'TElX)' as the GDC (grid 
density control) fUnction shown in Fig. 2-9, on which the flow equation 
was solv~. In Figure 3, the CP distribution on the adaptive grids are 
compared with that on the initi~l grids. The adaptive grids generated 
along the wing are shown in Fig. 3 by tick marks along the horizontal 
coordinate line at the bot~ of the figure. 
In the adaptive grids thus generated, grids are strongly clustered 
to~rd the leading and trail1ng edges as well as around the shOCk. On the 
other han~, the grids (in ~.1<x<O.25) that are between the lea~ing edge 
and the supersonic region and the grids (1n O.R<x<O.9) between the sh~~ 
an~ the trailing edge becane coarse. The strong clustering in the t~ree 
areas are resulted by the peaks of 'TE(x): of the flow solution on the 
initial grids near the leading an1 tra11ins edges as well as at the shock. 
At the same ti~e, the coarse grids in the other two areas are due to very 
small values of ITE(x)1 2S seen from F1g.2-B (see the line wit' lozen~e 
marks). 
A comparison of the two CP distributions in Ftg. 3 sug~ests several 
effects of thO! ~rid spacings· nth! flow solution. Coarser grids in the 
su~sonic region after the leading edge causes more expansion of the fluid 
than on finer grids (CP distribution on the adaptive grids in ~.1<x<O.25 
are higher than that on the init1~l grids. where the a~aptive grids are 
coarser than the initial grid~). The CP distrib\Jt.1()~1 at the shook on the 
adaptive grids are m~h sharper than that on ·he initial grids. Th9 
expansion of the fluid before the shock in the range of O.5<x<O.6 on the 
a1aptlve grids are suppressed compared with that on the initlal grids. 
This is attributed to the coarser grids in this a~ea of the adaptive grids 
than those on the initial grids. The coarser grids 1n the supersonic 
domain results in using a higher fluid density in tl'le difference equatio~ 
because of the upwing shifting of the density in the supersonic region. 
However, fine grids just before the shock caused an opposite effeot of th~ 
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u~~nd shifting that results in a faster expansion of the fluid. 
Case 2 
ITE(x): 1s used as the G~ function just as in case 1 except it 1s 
modified so as to dp.crease the strenctn of clustering and to 1nc~ease 'he 
grid density in the coat"se grid area. The cmc function is defined as 
follows: 
sex) = lTE(x): 
= 0.5 
= 0.01 
if 0.5<:1E(~)I<O.Oj 
if 11E(:c) \>0.5 
if :1E(x):<0.01 (20) 
The CP distribution on the adaptive grids is compared with that of the 
initial solution in Fig. '1&~. Alttr·.'Sh expansion an:! contrACtion of ~rid3 
becane much milder than in the pt". '1 !.I' cas'!, it is still seen that (1) a 
rapid expansion of grid spac:ing around 0.1 to 0.25 causes an increase in 
CP on the graph, and (2) a rapid contra~t1on of grid s:,acing toward the 
shock causes a lower CP on the graph. Figure 4-9 shows ! c~parison of 
:1E(x)\ between the initial solution und the adaptive grid solution. It 
1s noticed frOO1 this figure that I1Eex): in the range of O.1<x<0.25 fot' 
the adaptlbe grid flow solution is still very small despite the 
discrepa!'loy in CPo This indicates that the 11£(x)1 1s insensitive to the 
change of physically important quantities of t.~e n.ow so)'ution. 
The results of both case 1 and the present l\Se 2 show that estim3ted 
truncation error distr~butlon is a poor 1nd1ca~~'" of the err~r of the 
solution, particularly for th~ error of the CP distribution. 
Case 3 
The a1~9~ive grids are generated usi~g IFxx(x'l shown in Fig. 2-C 
as the GDC function. Sin~e !Fxx : has sh&rp peaks near t.he lead~ng an1 
trailing'edges, the grids sho~ in Fig. 5 are strongly ~lustered tow~rd 
the leading an1 trailing edges. '!he lrxx(x): has n P'Z3\( at the shock, 
which causes a clustering at the shock. The grid !iens1ty at the shock 
becomes even eoarser than that on the initial grids ~t the sho~k bec~use 
of much stronger clustrring effects at the 1~~1ing ani trailing edges. 
The CP distrib~tion on the adaptive grids shown in Fig. 5 loo~s poor. 
11 
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The same effect of ccarseness on the CP distributions as seen before are 
obvErved. A rapid expansion of grid spacing in the subsonic domain causes 
an upward shifting the the CP distribution, while coarse grid 1n the 
supersonic domain causes a da~ward shifting of CP and smearing ~f the 
shock. 
The use of IFxx(x)1 results 1n a poor acc..n-acy as a whole because 
the strong clustering toward the leading and trailing edges causes a lower 
grid density in all other areas. 
Cas! 4 
laR/axl 1s used as the ODC function. The CP distribution on this 
choice of the GDC function an~ the adaptive grids gen~rated are shown in 
Fig. 5. With this cnoiee, the adaptive Rrids are moderately clust~red 
toward the \ea~ing and trailing edges, while the grids around the shock 
are strongly clustered. No particular clustering is seen in the 
supersonic bubble. Ceaser Grids :n both subsonic 3n1 supersonic 
expansion regi~n causes ~he swn~ r.ffect, as seen in the pr~vious cases. 
Cas·..! 5 
Tho GDC fllnction is set as 
sex) = M'-(x) (21\ 
where M is the Mach num~er, except modified at the leading an1 trailing 
edges t and the ,shoe'!' "s 
? Sex) = 2'-\""(x) (22) 
The purpose of the modification by Eq.(22) is to enhan:e the clustering 
effect at the shock. Fi~ures 7-A, 9-A, and 9-A arp the CP distributions 
~n the adaptive grie! using 41, 31 and 21 grids alon~ tne airfoil surface, 
rcspectlvely~ lney are compared to the CP distribution on the ini~ial 
g~ids. Each of fig. 7-B, 8-B an1 9-B shows the lTE(x): 41stributlons 
corres;x>nd ing to the tloK') CP dist:" lbutions in Figs. 7 -A, R .. A an1 q .. ,8., 
respectively. 
" 
! 
~. 
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The grids generated with the present choice of the GDC function 
yields smooth changes of grid spacing. Each of Figs. 7-A, 8-A, ani 9-A 
shows that the Rhock becomes better represented on the adaptive grid, 
than on the equally spaced initial grids, whlle coar&er grids upwin1 of 
the s~~k little affect the CP distribution. The disagreement of the CP 
distribut~on downwind of the shock between the initia~ flow solution and 
the adaptive grid flow solution is attributed to the cnange of the CP 
distribution at the shock. 
A comparison of the CP distributions of Fig. 7-A to those in Fig. 
9-A is instructive. Even though tn~ grids in Fig. 9-A are coarser than 
those on Fig. 7-A, the CP distributions upwind the shock aSree well. 
Although the coarser grids in Fig. 9-A causes more expansion upwind of 
the shock than in Fig. 7-A, the difference is smaller than the 
disorepanoies caused by a rapid change of grid sp~cing as seen in the 
previous cases. 
5. EFFECT 0: GRID SP~CING IRREGULARITY O~ THE FLOW SOlUTIO~ 
During the case studies in the previous section, it was identifie1 
that a sudden change of grid spacing ~3y cause a kl~k in the CP 
distribution. This is considered dS the effect of the first order 
truncation error in Eq.(S) due to nonunifo~lty of grid spacing. 
In order to study the effect of irregularity af the grids 
quantitatively, the flow solution was repeated with equally spaced grids 
except that only one of th~ grids along the airfOil surface is moved 
backward or forward at a time. In all ~alculations for this study, only 
21 grids are used along th~ airfoil. 
figure 10 shows two C? distributions, where the third IJrid counted 
from the leading edge is moved half way forward or backw~rd to the next 
grid as marked by lozenge and circular marks at the bottom_of Fig. 10. 
This figure shows that ~ving a grid backward (see lozenge marks) causes 
an upward deviatton of the CP eu~ve on the moved grid lltile the CP on the 
adjacent grid upwind is ctev~ated downward. 
Figure 11 shows similar results of' moving the 10th grid, which is 
/ 
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located in the supersonio flow domain. The deviations caused by iohe move 
show almost the same trend as seen 1n Fig. 10, namely the forward shift of 
a grid causes a a upward shift of CP on the graph at that grid, while the 
backward shift causes a downward shift of CP on the graph. 
Figure 12 shows the results for the 18th grid moved. The deviation 
of the CP distribution caused by the movt is oPPOsite to those seen in 
Figs. 10 and 11, suggesting that tile direotion of the CP deviation depen:2s 
on whether the grid is in,a'~panding flow or in a oontraoting flow. 
6. CO~CLIJSlmlS 
This paper desoribed the results of the study on (1) the analytica~ 
expressions for the truneation error of the transonio full potential 
equation, (11) mr. .. "rioal stu.1y of the estimated truncation error, (i 11 ) 
adaptive grid generation using various different quantities obtained from 
the initial flow solution, an:2 (iv) effect of irregularity of grid spacin~ 
on the flow solution. 
The estimated trunoation error does not see~ to repres~nt the error 
of the flow solution adequately, thus is not suitable as a grid density 
control (GDC) nlnction for adaptive grid generation. A~ng several 
different quantities taken from the initial flow solution, the M2 
distribution is found to be most useful with a modification to enhance the 
clustering at the sh~ck. 
One import~~t faot learned quantitatively through the n~erical stu1y 
1s that a rap1d change of grid spacing is damasing to the accuracy of the 
flow solution. This ~eans that, while the objective of adaptive gri~s is 
to dispatch a larger number of grids to Where the error is high, the grid 
density should be only gradually ohanged from the low error area to the 
high error area. The need of gradual change of grid density justifies t~e 
use of the diffusion process for the Gnc function proposed by the author. 
The practice of ~ mathematical optimization or ~rid distribution fo~ 
the full potential el.Oqc:';1on does not see-n to feaSible, because of the 
c~plex nature of th~ ~elatt~n a~ng an error estimate, grid spa~ing and 
the real error of the flow solution. For rurther research, it is rather 
recoornended to develop empirical relations between the CP distribution an1 
14 
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the required grid spacin~ distribution as 14ell as the acceptable rates of 
grid spacing change. 
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